
Notes of a discussion on the Federation’s alternative to Tower Hamlets Homes (THH) 
Service Improvement Proposals (SIPs) 

Phil explained that THH had put forward SIPs which it appeared that residents and trade 
union members alike had opposed.  The Fed had therefore formulated our own proposals.  
We had already had some success: e.g., THH dropped privatisation of weekend caretakers 
before the consultation ended.  But although THH management tells us the SIPs are on the 
back burner, THH middle management have sometimes said different.

Ian explained that THH management is contradictory: for some time, when residents sat down
with THH management, they would tell us how wonderful everything is, but now they are 
saying that the THH service has not been good at all and they want to change it all.  Their 
main proposal was to take housing officers off the estates and put them in a call centre, and 
they are not using caretakers in a smart fashion.  This meeting is an initial step to get 
feedback to enhance our discussions with THH.

There are anecdotes about various THH services, including problems with Veolia and lack of 
management of contracts (decent homes, parking, horticulture).  These can be fun – or tragic 
– to listen to.  Ian read out various categories.  Geoff wanted to add “the interface”: customer 
care and lack of processes (eg, rent arrears processes).  Derek wanted to add “structure” 
(how residents can get involved with THH, the SIPs).

Communal Repairs

Geoff THH does repairs patches rather than the whole area (e.g., recent leaking roof).
Dean `Decent Homes people came this week.  They are about to start repairs.  They said

informally they would just do a patch repair, though ideally they would prefer to do 
a replacement repair.

Ian Is it easy to report repairs?
Several It is easy enough to report repairs, but difficult to chase progress on what has been

reported.
Dean The last three months there has been an improvement on communal repairs as the

call centre has been calling me back about issues (for the first time).  Generally 
residets need to make about four or five phone calls to chase up communal 
repairs.

Ian If you report an internal repair and it gets done, it gets done; but if you don’t get it 
done in one go it is terrible to chase up the necessary subsequent visits.

Myra Vulnerable resident had a problem with a bath. Instead of just replacing it, THH 
dragged the problem out by inspecting it and then trying to paint it and generally 
prevaricating over the issue.  There is no connection between records of 
vulnerability and repairs, so repairs staff treat all repairs as the same without being 
flexible towards residents’ needs because they don’t have the data to go on.

Jerry Neighbour died while waiting for a repair. The repair man turned up, and 
(obviously) had to go away again.  He did this a second time.  Total communication
failure.  THH knew resident had died, but didn’t tie up all the loose ends.

Cyril Staff were made redundant and agency staff were covering vacancies and they 
didn’t grit pavement and some residents were injured on the ice.  [Unclear if this 
was a THH or LBTH surface.]

I  nternal repairs (ie, done by Mears and Mears’s subcontractors)

Several General incompetence is a problem.  Repairs seem to be done by generalist rather
than skilled staff (potentially dangerous).

Dean Contractors offer their own services to residents, for cash.



ASB
Ian Residents are paying for THH to have an ASB service.
Dean There is duplication, as residents pay LBTH and THH, both of which have THEOs.
Jerry There is a lack of clarity.
Ian THH plays “pass the parcel”.
Mark Notes of Fed meeting on ASB said that residents should call 101 for ASB.
Dean THH promotes its own 0800 number - which in fact goes through to the 101 place.
Jerry Management respond to reports of ASB by asking residents to be the evidence 

collector, rather than by taking management responsibility for the problems.  Eg, 
there was a problem with cars being in an estate car park, though their drivers did 
not live on the estate.  THH asked residents to collect evidence of who was in the 
car park, but they should have done this.

Cyril Flood (caused by upstairs neighbour) in his flat set off an alarm which summonsed 
emergency response which had not been needed.  The flooding was ASB which 
had serious consequences as emergency services had a wasted turnout.  

Dean THH hides behind doctrine of “individual confidentiality” which gets in the way of 
straightforward solutions being found.  

Myra Estate has a nice garden, but it is open and so young men congregate there and 
do being loud. THH response is that the garden needs to be patrolled and THH 
can’t patrol it, or lock it at night, as they do not have the resources/staff.  THH 
asked residents to take over locking it at night, but that didn’t work.  [Ian:  This 
shows that THH don’t know they could have used the THEO service!]

Brenda THH seems to have a thing that when you report ASB, they move the cause of 
ASB, which moves but not solves the problem.  Her estate suffering from resident 
who caused lots of ASB (drug dealing, prostitution) but who is deemed a 
“vulnerable tenant”.  

Jerry THH sets a high bar for evidence to rise above before they will act on a complaint.  
Previously an estate officer would come round to investigate reports of ASB, but 
now it has more formal processes.

Dean Many kinds of ASB are crimes, and Council deals with those issues as well.  How 
much is duplication costing?

Caretaking

Ian Some estates are fantastic; others not; seems to depend on whether staff go above
the “call of duty”.

Darren Individual caretakers are good, but they are not being managed well and not doing 
some obvious things.

Myra Talked to caretaker about SIPs.  He said there has never been a weekend 
caretaking service, but others remember at least a Saturday one.  

Dean There is confusion over JDs and/or lists of duties: what are caretakers supposed to
do?

Ian We are trying to get clear standards set.
Jerry There is confusion over emergency cleaning. I think you can get emergency 

cleaning of human waste from lifts, but lots of tenants don’t know this – and nor do 
the people you report it to always!

Mark How can we find out why some caretakers are good some are not.
Brenda Some do over and above what is on their JD.
Cyril Caretaking is bad where I live.  It amounts to poor monitoring of the estate, as 

parts of it are done well and others not.  I get blamed for problems outside my flat, 
even though I do not cause them.



Refuse collection

Jason Veolia are expensive and residents are charged for people flytipping, £140 per 
collection.  ASB should deal with this IMO.  

Dean There is a lack of care in addressing the issue of flytipping. THH behave as if 
residents should put up with it.

Glen Caretakers put locks on chute rooms on part of our estate, as a trial scheme.  
Residents have rejected it.  There was no prior consultation.  So THH changed 
their minds.  THH stopped the trial, but they (we) have paid to copy lots of keys 
(waste of money).

Azzezzun Every resident should know where the bulk rubbish pick up points are, so they can 
use them.

Cyril There are piles of rubbish along Bishops Way, and chute rooms fill up.
Jenny Can residents monitor whether Veolia vans are jiggling paladins now (they were 

asked to do this after lack of jiggle was reported at a past Fed meeting on rubbish).

Recycling

Various The Lincoln doesn’t have recycling facilities.  No purple bins, no pink bags.  
Darren There is an issue over whether the recycling gets recycled.
Mark The planning department insists on a set volume of recycling storage (calculated 

on size of property) for new builds.  It is odd they don’t provide this for “old build” 
estates.

Horticulture

Ian: Horticulture contract was with Glendale and not monitored.  After under-
performance as a result, it was brought back in-house.

Darren THH is still not cutting the grass on RHG, which is an ongoing dispute.
Geoff There is no consistency over consultation with people on estates about what they 

want. Some Housing Officers will consult, and some will put things in the 
Neighbourhood Action Plan.  Resident Engagement may be involved, or not.  

Decent Homes

Jerry Which company is doing decent homes on Bancroft?
Cyril New kitchens and bathrooms and roofs are being done for a second time, having 

just been done before.
Ian RLOs don’t liaise.  No communication with residents.  Lack of care.  
Jerry On Bancroft, residents experienced slippage in individual timetables, as well as a 

terrible service.  The workers did their best on the chalkface, but their immediate 
management could not organise them to deliver a good service.

Ian There seems to be a lack of communication and liaison with residents.
Brenda On the Ocean, leaseholders were not allowed a vote in the consultation on what 

colour the new front door would be!  This is very divisive.

Estate parking

Jason Getting a parking permit is difficult.  If you have arrears (of rent or leaseholder 
service charges), your application can be refused or your permit withdrawn, even if 
you are in dispute over your arrears.  Penalties are not enforced consistently.  We 
were promised but have not had bike storage facilities (racks/sheds).  On our 
estate there are some narrow spaces at the ends of car bays where bike racks or 
sheds could be put, but nothing has been done.  



Jerry Where there are difficult tenants, they will not clamp them.  ASB Officer says there 
are no go arrears for clampers on some estates.  

Uche Clamping for reasons other than parking offences has been made unlawful by the 
government; so social landlords cannot clamp ASB parkers, but only for parking 
offences.

Mark Check health and safety of this.
Darren Harca used to let out some LBTH bays - but Harca charged residents more to use 

the bays than the charges levied by LBTH.  Poor outcome for residents: don’t know
if this is still being done.

Aid and adaptations

Cyril I have a scooter from Mobility [Motability?] Ltd.  THH won’t install a ramp as it is not
their scooter, so I can’t get the scooter out of the flat and will probably have to send
it back.

Derek Neighbour waiting 15 years for a lift to help get in and it is just being done now.
Myra Liaison with hospital services is very poor.  Woman who had knee replacement had

to wait ages for rails to be installed to help her get out of her home.  They 
photographed the door to prove they had been there and said no one answered it; 
but the resident’s problem was that she could not get to the door in time to answer 
it - they had come to help her deal with that problem, so she could get to the 
door…. 

Leasehold services

Several There is no evidence of management of these services.  It is difficult to get 
information, and then it is implausible and often contradicted by subsequent 
information.

Mark Should they provide evidence of how service charges are calculated?
[Mass swoon; they “should”, but “don’t” or “can’t”.
Uche Some RPs give a better service than THH, but THH charges so much more for 

what it does.
Darren Poplar Harca caretakers are the lowest paid in the borough: how do these 

objective factors work through?
?? THH use maps to calculate charges, but the maps do no reflect what is happening 

on the ground.

Housing management

Ian What is your experience when you call the housing centre, when you phone it with 
an issue?

Several: Can’t get through!  Phone is not answered.
Uche THH records all calls made by leaseholders and re-charges the leaseholder per 

call.  THH gives reference numbers for each call, as they charge for each call.  This
is fore leaseholder billing. However, they seem to give more than one reference 
number, possibly so they can charge more than once.

Derek I have no problems with the new call centre, but if I want to call on behalf of my 
TRA, I can’t;  The system can’t accommodate that.

Darren You have to give your full name and full address before they will listen to what you 
want.

Jerry You get a call after you have had something done, a post-service call, but 
sometimes your question did not need action taken, so you can get a call to check 
how your non-existent action was… If they are billing leaseholders for calls, does 
this include post-work survey calls?



Resident Engagement Officers

Several There is no evidence of general skills REOs have; they are restricted in what they 
can do and do not inspire involvement.
REOs are supposed to combat apathy, but they get so little management and 
direction, the very REOs can become apathetic because they can’t see how things 
can be done.
It is bizarre that housing officers refuse to engage with residents, but then THH 
(we) pays REOs to engage….

THH SIPs

Phil reminded the meeting that THH management has told us that they have dropped their 
previous proposals - but some THH staff are saying otherwise.  Phil introduced Tony Childs to
talk about the state of the proposals now.

Tony explained that THH had come up with two main proposals last year: introducing 
weekend caretaking but with privatised caretakers; and changing delivery of housing services.
Both proposals were rejected by staff trade unions.

On Caretaking: the union did not even consent to a pilot scheme, as there is evidence that 
contracting companies take care to do a pilot well – but as a loss leader, and standards slip 
once they have the contract.  The TUs don’t want to take gratuitous strike action, but they did 
have to protect their members and staff were prepared to take their stand against privatisation
all the way.  This is partly because staff in THH do still identify strongly with THH.  They want 
to ensure that proposals are OK for staff, but also that the service is OK for residents.  

On Housing Services: there are 27 patches, each with a Housing Officer (HO), so that 
residents know their own housing officer.  HOs can’t do everything, so the call centre has 
been doing more and more housing officer type work – leaving HOs having the additional 
burden of chasing up what the call centre thinks it has arranged.  It is a vicious circle.  HOs 
should know which residents have special needs, and the turnover of who answers the phone
at the call centre means if you ring in, the call will probably be answered by someone who 
does not know you at all.  THH’s original SIPs wanted to place all calls iat the call centre: 
that’s why the union called it the “taxi rank” system.

The union lobbied the Board (and the Fed was there in support).  Then there was a three way 
approach, with the unions and the Fed talking to THH.  The unions want to be able to ask 
THH questions, but there are interim managers and consultants and almost no one is 
permanent, it seems, which makes it harder to pin people down.  The turnover of senior 
management is endemic in housing associations and ALMOs and similar.  The discussions 
are ongoing.  The unions want to make sure any changes are right and are implemented well.

Darren: does Council pay VAT?  
Uche: Has THH carried out resident satisfaction surveys re HOs on each estate?
Tony: Issues of competence should be raised with management, who would deal with 
questions of competence.

Fed proposals

Phil pointed out that if the Fed had not intervened, THH would have implemented its SIPs at 
the conclusion of its brief period of sham consultation - and by now there would be no housing
officers left.  The Fed wanted to maximise resident input on its proposals.



Ian said that the Fed’s proposals want to make people accountable on the ground.  That is 
opposed to what is going on in THH, with their phone based system.  Everyone in THH should
get a good service.  
Ian ran through the seven specific proposals and motivated each of them.

Derek suggested that proposal 6 is an extension of proposal 5 and wondered if proposal 6 
could be deleted. Ian thought that proposal 6 did add more than just the content of proposal 5.

Nick suggested that “communication” (ie, how to improve it) had been missed off the specific 
proposals.  He particularly felt it was important for each estate to have a TRA and for the THH
“estate team” to work with the TRA.  
Phil suggested that estates with an active TRA did get better communication with THH than 
ones with weaker TRAs, at the moment.
Ian pointed out that when THH’s SIPs were being discussed, it became clear that THH didn’t 
know that some HOs went to TRA meetings, as they had neither provided for this to continue 
nor said that it should stop under their new system.
Darren spoke of the five year battle to get TRA notices up on RHG.

Jenny said that she would have preferred the Fed to progress with the process-based 
paragraphs (referred to by Phil as “background”) rather than the specific proposals at this 
stage.  Specific proposals should emerge from residents through discussion of process, 
rather than being an end in themselves.  There was a danger THH would head us off by 
agreeing the proposals and then not doing them and not really changing because we had not 
nailed them on process (THH did have form in this regard).

Glen asked if THH managers had and relevant qualifications.
Jason said that job ads and person specs rarely requested significant qualifications.  The only
one job advertised in the last year that asked for a specific qualification was one for a solicitor.

Nick said that it was important to work with the Council, which was, in effect, the “boss” of 
THH.
Ian said that we had been working very closely with the Council.  

Phil said that we intended talking to the Council and to THH again. On the one hand our 
future approach depend on the outcome of the elections and on the other hand it did not – as 
THH would still be there, regardless of the election outcome. 

Ian suggested that we should get some kind of feeling from the meeting in response to our 
proposal that there is a unifying theme based on our desire to see an estate based system 
with responsiveness rather than a phone based service.

Myra said that point 5 of the “background” points was useful because it allowed people to see 
what the overall aim of what we are trying to do is.  The overall aim should come across.  
THH must be made to embrace the whole spirit of our proposals without just accepting 
proposals and subverting them in practice.

Dean said he thought that the points on both sides of the sheet of paper are complementary.

Ian asked for support for the general approach, which was given unanimously.  

Mark asked for feedback on whether we should progress with the specific proposals or the 
general ones.  Ian suggested people send comments in.  


